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MinireviewCommunication by Touch:
Role of Cellular Extensions
in Complex Animals
While it is clear that many cells in a variety of tissues
send out extensions, little is known about how these
extensions form. We can envisage several possible sce-
narios. Growth of an extension might be guided by extra-
cellular cues. Alternatively, extensions might form at
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random and be stabilized if they make an appropriateGermany
connection. Connections between cells could also form
when the cells are close together and be drawn out as
cells move apart during development. Equally little isNeurons make networks of intercellular connections.
known about what cellular extensions do once they haveMany other cells also send out long cellular extensions
formed. My intent here is to briefly review some exam-and “touch” other cells far away. The extensions are
ples of cellular extensions and to suggest ways in whichintriguing, but what do they do? Possible rationales
they might act.for this cell behavior include: (1) forming precise binary
Examples of Cellular Extensionsconnections with the possibility of forming more com-
during Developmentplex networks, and (2) coupling of signaling with physi-
Spatial patterning within Drosophila imaginal discs iscal force.
well studied and, therefore, a good system in which to
analyze the cellular basis of signaling. An imaginal discAnimal tissues are not just groups of cells thrown to-
consists of a flat, sac-like epithelial sheet where onegether, but cells with highly sophisticated and active
side is a pseudo-stratified epithelium, the other a thininteractions. There is no better example than the brain,
squamous layer, the peripodal membrane. Patterning ofa structure of extremely well-organized interacting cells.
the disc epithelium involves different types of signalingPrinciple among these are the neurons. Neurons interact
molecules. Some are membrane tethered; for example,through stable cellular extensions, axons and dendrites.
the ligands for the Notch receptor. Others are secretedIt seems intuitively logical that neuronal communication
and appear to act as morphogens, instructing the fieldinvolves long-distance cell-cell contacts. Firstly, inputs
of cells about their fates directly, at a distance, and inand outputs need to be transmitted between pairs of
a concentration-dependent manner. The discovery ofcells over large distances within the brain or to and
long cellular extensions called cytonemes was intriguingfrom the periphery. Secondly, given that the information
because it suggested a novel means of cell communica-transfer in its simplest form is binary (to induce or not
tion within the disc (Ramirez-Weber and Kornberg,to induce an action potential), much of the actual infor-
1999). Cytonemes project from distant cells toward themation is encoded by the network of cell interactions.
signaling centers of the disc, raising the possibility thatIt is well accepted that the complexity of the brain is due
“receiving” cells participate actively in getting the ligandlargely to its vast number of intercellular connections,
rather than passively “waiting” for it to come to themwhich influence one another in an interaction network.
(Figure 1). In culture, extension of cytonemes is stimu-Thus to understand the brain, one must understand the
lated and directed by FGF (fibroblast growth factor).cellular connections, the “wiring.”
This resembles the behavior of extensions from trachealProtrusion of long cellular extensions has also been
cells (cells that make the elaborate respiratory system
observed in a number of developmental processes oc-
in flies), which are also attracted to FGF (Ribeiro et al.,
curring outside the nervous systems of multicellular
2002; Sato and Kornberg, 2002). Subsequent studies on
animals. Early embryological studies already noted the imaginal discs have revealed other cellular extensions,
formation of cellular extensions during sea urchin mor- which go from signaling cells to receiving cells, either
phogenesis (reviewed in Gustafson and Wolpert, 1967). within (Chou and Chien, 2002) or between cell layers
The extensions were described as ‘pseudopods’ and (Gibson and Schubiger, 2000). Of course, as long as the
suggested to play a role in force generation or cell recog- molecular function of the extensions is not established,
nition. More recently, cellular extensions have been defining the signaling and receiving cells is a bit tricky.
found in a variety of other contexts (Figure 1). These In each of these examples, it has been suggested that
extensions arise from single cells and may extend to extensions serve to transport, deposit, or retrieve signal-
“touch” another cell far away. Some cellular extensions ing molecules.
have been found to connect cells within the plane of an Four other recent examples of extensions each sug-
epithelium. Others project between cell layers. In most gest specific functions. (1) Thin extensions emanate
cases, extensions appear to be actin-rich structures, from muscle cells when innervation by the neuron is
but at least in one case they are microtubule filled. Some set up (Figure 1, “myopodia”; Ritzenthaler et al., 2000).
cellular extensions appear to be very dynamic, while These extensions appear to interact with the incoming
others are stable. However, because they have been axon and may help guide formation of the right connec-
analyzed by different methods (fixation or live imaging, tion. (2) At the end of a process called dorsal closure in
high or low resolution) the significance of these distinc- Drosophila embryos, epithelial sheets from the right and
tions is not clear. left sides of the body migrate dorsally and close up to
complete the epidermis. The leading cells send out long
filopodia apparently to sample the opposite side to en-*Correspondence: rorth@EMBL.de
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Figure 1. Examples of Cellular Extensions Observed in Development
Left: two examples of extensions observed in the Drosophila wing imaginal disc within the plane of the epithelium. Cytonemes (green lines)
extend from distal cells to signaling centers, such as the A/P boundary indicated by a red dotted line. The A/P boundary is the source of
several signaling molecules that pattern the disc. Also, cells that express the wrong adhesion molecules for their location make contact to
similar cells elsewhere in the disc via cellular extensions (dark blue group of cells in light blue territory). This interaction may give misplaced
cells a necessary survival cue and allow them move toward the boundary. Overlaying the main disc epithelium is the peripodial membrane.
Peripodal cells send microtubule-filled extensions toward the disc epithelium (data not shown). Middle: at the end of dorsal closure, two
sheets of cells with alternating stripes of specific identities meet up. Large orange arrows indicate direction of sheet movement, closing the
gray hole. Correct alignment may depend on the extensions sent and received by matching cells–shown here for the dark blue cells in the
closeup. Right: myopodia (green) are extensions from muscle cells that appear to interact with and may help steer an incoming axon. Axons
also have corresponding filopodia at their tips (red).
sure proper alignment (Figure 1, Jacinto et al., 2000). (3)
If a group of cells find themselves in the wrong environ-
ment or compartment in Drosophila imaginal discs, they
can form cellular extensions reaching into the “appro-
priate” compartment (Figure 1; Milan et al., 2002). This
contact may help protect the cells against apoptosis
induced by the foreign cellular environment and allow
them to sort out toward the permissive one. This may
be an example of random projection followed by stabili-
zation. (4) Long cellular extensions are associated with
many cells that move in a directional manner during
development, suggesting a function in this process (see
Yee et al., 1999; Knight et al., 2000; Fulga and Rørth,
2002; Ribeiro et al., 2002; Sato and Kornberg, 2002).
These extensions can be long, thin filopodia-like struc-
tures or more robust structures with thin filopodia at
the tip. There is evidence that these cellular extensions
participate in guided migration, like axon growth cones
steer outgrowth of an axon.
Why Cellular Extensions?
The foregoing examples indicate a few possible func-
tions that reflect the specific cellular contexts in which
the extensions were identified. In the following section,
I will discuss two features intrinsic to cell interactions
mediated via extensions and their potential functional
implications. One is the precise and direct (long dis-
Figure 2. Some Features of Communication via Cellular Extensionstance) interaction between two cells, with possible mu-
Closeup views of interaction between an extension (green) and atual exchange of information. The second is the possibil-
target cell to illustrate some effects discussed in the text; coopera-ity of coupling a signaling interaction with physical force.
tive local interaction of multiple molecules can give a highly specific
Contact-Based Signaling and Signaling Networks. interaction. Bidirectional signaling affects both cells (thick arrows)
Physical interaction between cells via a cellular exten- and also leads to local modification of the signaling molecules (thin-
ner, curved arrows). Below: tension (indicated by the red cytoskele-sion may be stable or transient but, in either case, can
tal connections) on transmembrane proteins engaged in a signalingbe highly specific (Figure 2). Direct contact makes it
interaction may further affect the interaction. Two effects are illus-possible to involve multiple signaling and recognition
trated: recruitment of another (pink) receptor molecule, amplifyingmolecules simultaneously so that even low-affinity mo-
the signaling interaction, as well as effects on an ion channel in the
lecular interactions can contribute to the process of cell membrane. Tension and force application may also lead to physical
communication. Signaling molecules can be unequally movement or stretching of the extension or the target cell (data not
shown).distributed on the cell surface. Clustering of ligand mole-
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cules on cellular extensions offers a mechanism for di- cadherins or integrin), are molecularly linked to the cy-
toskeleton. Force application may be used for physicalrecting them to particular target cells, allowing for great
spatial resolution in communication. Similarly, exten- movement, stretching or tethering of the extension-
sending cell or of the receiving cell (discussed below).sions bearing particular receptors offer the possibility
of differentially sampling the informational content on However, it may also be an integral part of the mecha-
nism of communication between cells (Figure 2, bottom).nearby cells or even within subdomains of a cell (for
example only detecting ligands that are clustered in a In experimental systems where tension can be applied
to cells locally, specific local signaling responses aremembrane microdomain).
Contact-mediated interactions allow for the possibil- observed (Suter and Forscher, 2001; Riveline et al.,
2001). Tension sensing may serve as “quality control,”ity of mutual exchange of information between two cells.
In the case of the interaction between axon growth only allowing activity of signaling complexes that con-
tact the right kind of surface on another cell; for example,cones and myopodia, the interaction allows an initial
transient contact to be stabilized and eventually mature a membrane patch that is connected to the cytoskeleton
and capable of giving tension. Also, an effect on stretch-into a neuromuscular junction (Ritzenthaler et al., 2000).
In the Drosophila imaginal disc, the survival of misspeci- sensitive components within a membrane, such as cer-
tain ion channels, is an additional signaling option whenfied cells depends on adhesion molecules in a way that
also suggests reciprocal signaling (Milan et al., 2002). touch is involved. Thus classical signaling, adhesion,
and tension can all influence one another, and all threeA key feature of cell extension-mediated mutual interac-
tion is that the exchange of information between the may contribute to a rapid and efficient two-way commu-
nication between cells.two cells is direct. This means the exchange is limited
to the two cells, and it can be very fast. The response In the process of cell movement within a tissue, cellu-
lar extensions are prominent. Fine filopodial extensionsto signaling can be localized to the point of contact and
lead to local changes in the signaling components. For appear to form in a very dynamic way (see, for example,
Ribeiro et al., 2002; Sato and Kornberg, 2002). Moreexample, receptor tyrosine kinases can modify integrins
leading to clustering, which in turn affects signaling. robust, long cellular extensions lead the way for migrat-
ing cells in a number of systems (See for example YeeSignal-dependent tuning of cell interaction is a familiar
concept for synapses and may also apply to other con- et al., 1999; Knight et al., 2000; Fulga and Rørth, 2002).
The growth of both types of extensions appears to betact-mediated cell interactions.
A whole cell, expressing a large number of receptors guided by external cues. The robust structures are most
likely used for the actual movement. The extension mayon its surface, may be well suited for precisely measur-
ing the concentration of a signaling molecule as might be serve as a “grapple” with which the cell pulls itself for-
ward, or it may serve as a tether for forward migration.needed to interpret a morphogen gradient. In contrast,
a cell extension may only express a small number of The difference between these views is in how much of
the force for movement is contributed by the extensionsignaling complexes at its tip. The local response may
therefore approach binary (signal or no signal). However, itself. Finer extensions such as filopodia (also found at
the tips of the more robust structures) may do somethingthe ability of one cell to have multiple independent cell-
cell interactions via cellular extensions (either over time similar at a smaller scale. One example where this hap-
pens as part of a cell-cell interaction is the precise “zip-or simultaneously) opens the possibility for complex sig-
naling in the tissue. An interactive extension-based com- ping up” of adjacent epithelia in dorsal closure (Figure
1; Jacinto et al., 2000). Interestingly, when keratinocytesmunication system may transmit more information than
a system where cells only passively read out their posi- in culture assemble strong adhesion to their neighbors,
they also use filopodia to “zip up” (Vasioukhin et al.,tion in a gradient. Each unit (cell) in the system can see
other units (cells) in their unique context. The signals 2000); cells send out filopodia that interdigitate and then
actually project into the adjacent cell. The structure ap-received and sent by a cell, the pieces of information,
are not just blended together. The combination of many parently ends up as adherens junctions between the
cells. The example of dorsal closure also illustrates howpairwise interactions allows the possibility that two adja-
cent cells might be able to respond differently to one some cell movements may be subtle and simply influ-
ence how cell sheets are aligned. Although detectablesignal if they also receive a second one. This would be
difficult to accomplish at high spatial resolution for cells in this case due to the well-defined segmental stripes
in the embryonic ectoderm (compartments and seg-bathed in overlapping morphogen gradients. Multiple
cell-cell connections of this type could constitute a cell ments), this type of “fine-tuning” cell movement may
often go unnoticed.signaling network, though perhaps not a network with
a long memory as seen for brain networks of very stable Examining Dynamic and Communicative Tissues
There is an increasing appreciation of the dynamic andcell-cell interactions. But the possibility of an informa-
tion-rich network of cellular interactions within what are interactive nature of cells within a tissue. Given that
even “primitive” animal cells are mobile, it is perhapstraditionally thought of as passive or “dumb” tissues
seems worth considering. not surprising that cells within multicellular animals are
more dynamic and mobile than a quick glance at a tissueTuning Signaling by Force (and Vice Versa). Another
feature of cellular extensions that may be important for might indicate. Being “fixed” in a tissue is an acquired
property and cells may retain their ability to be dynamicfunction is the ability to combine molecular sensing and
signaling with force application. A physical connection when useful. An important characteristic of multicellular
animals is elaborate cell-cell communication. Each cellbetween cells or between cell and matrix allows buildup
of tension at the connection. This is possible because not only performs its own specific “job,” but also com-
municates its state to other cells. As argued above, anadhesion complexes (for example, involving classical
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interesting feature of cellular extensions is the possibility
of coupling dynamic cell behavior and physical force
with cell-cell communication.
Experimentally determining the importance of cellular
extensions within a whole animal remains a challenge
and understanding the interplay between physical
forces and signaling within such extensions even more
so. Genetic and molecular manipulation of extension
formation (for example, perturbing the actin cytoskele-
ton), is likely to affect other cellular processes as well.
Untangling the effects on extensions from other effects
will be difficult. Some help may be at hand with the
emergence of imaging techniques for following individ-
ual cells and their extensions in live embryos. These
new techniques may be especially powerful when cou-
pled with other manipulations. In some systems, it may
be possible to physically ablate, block, or misdirect indi-
vidual extensions and follow the effects of these manip-
ulations on sending and receiving cells. It may also be
useful to tag and follow “touched” cells and compare
their subsequent behavior with that of neighboring “un-
touched” cells. Of course, imaging approaches are still
limited both in terms of spatial resolution and speed.
Ideally, we would like to ascribe specific functions to
specific extensions. This is likely to present a challenge
for quite some time to come.
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